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Housing units may be replaced
By BARB FREDERICKSON
Reporter
Worn-out student family housing
units at MSU may soon be replaced
if interest rates continue to fall.
Glenn Lewis, director of On-Campus Living, said that while most family housing is in good shape, about
23 duplexes need to be replaced.
Lewis said that a plan for a 90unit apartment complex costing $3.2
million was developed four years
ago when the need to replace the
duplexes first became apparent.
"The plan would have tripled
existing rent because of interest
rates," Lewis said. "We chose to put
it on the shelf."
"We don't want to build apartments that students can't afford to
live in." he added.
According to Lewis, On-Campus
Living is now seeking new estimates
on the building costs. Another building option that may be less expensive is also being developed.
"The options are being considered. Within three to four months we
hope to hav6 a more definite direction to take," Lewis said.
Andy Van Teylingen, director of
facilities planning, said that the

duplexes were built for temporary
use during World War II.
The buildings were not built to
last and are "just plain worn out," he
said.
Van Teylingen added, "Our goat
is to tear down about 95 of the older
living units and replace them with
modern living quarters."
Lewis noted that student housing
does not receive any government
or university funding. The cost of
the new buildings would be borne
by the people living in them.
According to Jan Strout, director
of programming services of OnCampus Living, rent for family housing currently ranges from $198 a
month for a two bedroom townhouse.
Some of the housing is getting
worn out and old, but renters fix
them up. "Most residents feel it's an
excellent deal," Strout said,
She added that many students
choose to live in the older duplexes
because of the low rent. Increased
rent would mean some students
could not afford to live at school,
Lewis said that On-Campus Living's main concern is replacing the
run-down duplexes.

PROLEGOMENA TO A THESIS
J. EASTON
I am concerned with responding to the housing needs of
Montana, specifically a sub-culture; families who attend
the university. Architecture expresses in a concrete way
what is important to the community. To me housing is a
meaningful and relevant building task that meets the criteria
of community importance.
I will be looking at the functional requirements of housing
while expressing my thoughts about how to represent Montana
(where the mountains meet the high plain), its historical
past, its resources, and its future, in a built form."(Regional)
personality...rests on historical options faced by a specific
(region) and no other."1
This can be characterized by combining the answers to three
kinds of questions. I) What is the relationship between the
building and its users (prerequisites and effects of architecture)?
2) What is the organization of the means independent of their
effects? 3) Do particular means correspond to prerequisites
and effects?2
There are also strong ties between regions in America, two
of which, technology and bureaucracy, are pervasive. I react
positively to the first and negatively to the second and these
sentiments are reflected in my designs.
The communications and transportation network that brought
technological homogeneity to America are creative innovations
that help people have a better life. We are now at the threshold
of complete dimensional coordination in architecture because
of these technological advances? By incorporating this impulse
of technology in our historical framework we construct better
buildings. <Ve save time and money because we have a clearer
understanding of how the materials go together.

Mans irrational nature is aroused when caught up in the
machinery of bureaucracy. He follows without thinking.
"The bureaucracy operates not in response to the national
need but in response to its own need...the dynamics of big
organization is involved.
There are ways to express counter-themes, alternatives,
ironic tensions and contradictions to prevailing ideology
within an architectural framework. My purpose in architecture
is to create a physical, social, and cultural environment
for man but at the same time tweak his moral conscience by
injecting as many, though sometimes esoteric, meanings in
as succinct a manner possible. Conscise yet meaningful
articulation has that expedient nature of the west I call
laconic; it conceals as much as it reveals.

1
2
3
4
5

Moholy-Nagy: Matrix of Man
After Norberg-Schulz: Intentions in Architecture
Crocker: Module and Metric
J.K.Galbraith in Kharasch1s The Institutional Imperative
Jencks: Modern Movements in Architecture

OUTLINE of METHOD for PRE-DESIGN PROCESS
PROGRAMMING*
I) Establish Goals
interviews
2) Collect and Analyse Facts
asking questions and
3) Uncover and Test Concepts
collecting data
4) Determine Needs
work sessions-verify information
5) State the Problem— — distilling what has been found
There is no consistent sequence in this process and it does
not have the rigor nor accuracy of a mathmatical problem (heurisic process). Steps may be taken in a different order or at the
same time; all but the last step.
WHOLE PROBLEM
All factors can be classified in four areas; serving later
as design considerations: Function, Form, Economy, Time,
There are three key words to each area.
people
Function
activities
relationships
site
Form
environment
quality
initial budget
Economy
operating costs
life cycle costs
Time
past- influence of history
present- inevitability of changes
future- projections
FRAMEWORK
All four considerations interact at each step. This inter
action provides a frmework to classify and document information.
It's also used as a checklist for missing information and a format
for dialogue.
Framework
1
2
3
4
5
Function
Form
Economy
Time
Pena,tf.: Problem Seeking

•PROCESS* continued
INFORMATION INDEX
Uses framework with a matrix of key words. If applicable
key words will encourage a thorough search for information.
TWO-PHASE PROCESS
Filters out and postpones information not needed in
schematic design.
Schematic Design
major concepts and needs
Design Development
detailed development
P
If programmer is inexperienced in a project, he must do
preparatory work to understand the •vocabulary1 of the building
task. This is done before steps 1-5 within the framework of
function, form, economy, and time.
PROCESSING and DISCARDING
Abstract information to the essence to avoid data clog.
COMMUNICATION
Analysis Cards

contains the essence of information
for programming
5-1/2" by 8-1/4" white with non-photo blue grid. Think cards
for quick ideas, working cards to clarify thinking and cards
with greater precision for presentation.
Brown Sheets
contains sq.ft. to scale and costs
36" by 53" brown wrapping paper with white contact paper for
work sessions to verify information.
Tracing Paper
graphic record of seminal sketches and
partis
II" by 17" buff tracing paper for themes and transformation
versus analysis.
CLARIFICATION of STEPS 1-5
1) Goals-<Vhat does the client want to achieve and why?
2) Facts-.vhat is it all about?

•PROCESS* continued

3) Concepts-How does the client want to achieve the goals?
4) Needs-How much money, space and quality?
5) Problem Statement-What are the significant conditions
and the general directions the design of the building
should take?

TIMETABLE and REQUIREMENTS
Week
1

Phaae
need and feasibility statement, preliminary bibliography,
data collection

2

user assessment, problem seeking

3

site and climate analysis

4

historical and typological research

5

problem statement, architectural pre-environment statement
(physical/ contextual identity)
mid-term presentation

6

physical and metaphysical themes

7

theme and order (analysis vs. transformation), partis

8

order versus content

9

evaluation

10

interim presentation

ARCH 556
- advancement of concepts
- structural technology
- mechanical, electrical, plumbing and life safety systems
- materials and methods
- drawings and model
- written summary and epilogue

program
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BUILDING PROGRAM FOR MARRIED STUDENT HOUSING "78"
MONTANA A/E 78-02-06

1.

Goals:
The purpose of this project is two-fold:
A.

Montana State University wishes to replace old and deteriorated
Married Student Housing. There are units on the campus that
are no longer suitable for occupancy. The new units would
replace those.

B.

The Married Student Housing area at MSU does not have a satisfactory
circulation pattern either within the immediate area or between
the housing complex and the core of the campus. It would be the
goal of this project to prepare and execute a site development
plan that would provide for pedestrian vehicular traffic.
Circulation for the handicapped will be a concern.

AM STEft-

2.

Site and Site Development:
A.

The site boundaries for the Married Student Housing project are
19th to 15th Street and College to Lincoln Avenue. The exact
project site selection will be a joint effort of the Architect
and the university. Site studies shall be done prior to the
selection of a final site.

B.

Landscaping and site development for the new housing units will be
part of the project cost. It is felt that this item is equal
to other project criteria and not to be considered as a fill in
item or an immediate alternate. It is felt, by the Owner, that
money enough for landscaping has been programmed into the budget.

C.

On site, paved parking will be required. One and one-half parking
spaces per apartment are required. One headbolt heater per
apartment will be furnished. Security lighting for both the
circulation paths and the parking areas will be required.
Drawings, furnished by MSU, are enclosed for information purposes
only. Accurate and definitive surveys topos, and utility
capacities and location will be done as the project progresses.

3.

Design Considerations:
A.

Criteria for Project:
Montana State University wishes to build approximately 95 Married

Student Housing Units. It is desired that these units be a delightful
space to live as well as one that the university can easily maintain.
B.

Design Objectives:
Approximately 95 units are to be built. Consideration should be
given to some Townhouse Units. No one-bedroom units are required.
A mix of two and three-bedroom apartments is enclosed for your
information. No high rise structures will be considered.
Some items that will be required for each unit or cluster of
units are:
1.

One washer and dryer for each four units. These should be
integrated with the apartments rather than a central laundry
building.

2.

Storage capacity to approximately 50 square feet per unit.
This space can either be the apartment or within the
cluster of units.

3.

Kitchen cabinets will be part of the construction contract.

4.

Some built-in clothes storage is desirable for all bedrooms.
This might take on the appearance of a dresser or some
other form as agreed to by Owner and Architect.

5.

Vinyl Asbestos Tile will be required in all bathrooms and
kitchens.

6.

Hardware to hang drapes or curtains are to be part of the
construction contract.

7.

Maintenance and operational cost of these units are a prime
concern of the Owner. Durable, low maintenance materials are
very desirable and should be given considerable consideration.

8.

The Architect will be required to make recommendations on
the type of heating system for these units. Questions such
as should each apartment or each cluster have an individual
heating plant, or should one central system for all 95
units be provided?

Other items to note are:
1.

Carpet for Living Rooms, Bedrooms and Dining Rooms will be
specified, purchased and installed with project funds by
the Owner.

2.

Range and Refrigerator will be purchased by the Owner with
project funds.

Units to house the ambulatory handicapped will be provided
in another location and not included in this project.
4.

The university is presently engaged in conversations with
staff and students to determine the advisability of
including as part of the project a social center. /^§uch a
center is envisaged as a structure of about 2,000 GSF,
which would house meeting areas, snack preparation area, and
necessary toilets, etc. It may be, however, that while such
may be desireable, budget limitations will preclude it.

prr -AfcO<AT£>A"feK) 7

Design Objectives for Site Development Plan:
Plan and execute a site plan that would establish pleasant and
direct pedestrian paths between the Married Student Housing Area,
new and existing, and the core of the campus. (Limits of consideration
shall be 19th Avenue on west and 11th Avenue on east.)
It is hoped
that this will encourage walking or bicycle riding and deter the
use of cars for driving to central campus.
C.

Design Limitations:
The only limitations for either part of this project would be
the existing city and campus streets and possibly utilities.
The enclosed material defines the broad area of the Housing
site. Existing buildings will be a consideration for both parts
of this project.

Area Requirements:
A.

B.

Desired square footages and mix for various units are listed
below. These are recommendations and may vary slightly with each
design.
Townhouse Two Bedroom
Flat Two Bedroom

800 square feet
700 square feet

Flat Three Bedroom

875 square feet

Unit Mix:
55 Two Bedroom
30 Three Bedroom
10 Two Bedroom

5.

Flats
Flats
Tovnhouses

Occupant Use:
These units are being designed for Married Students, single parents
with children, and married or without. It should be also kept in
mind that these units might be used for non-married students,
depending on enrollment changes. It is not anticipated that this
will result in any changes or requirements.

6.

7.

Time Schedule:
A.

This office feels that for this project, a reasonable time for
completion of the design and contract documents is November 1, 1979
and should be bid by January 1980. It is anticipated that the
design process will begin as soon as an Architect is appointed.

B.

The construction of these units should be completed by June 1981.

C.

The Site Development Plan will follow the same time schedule as
the housing units.

Bidding Requirements;
A.

8.

Recommended Building Systems or Equipment:
A.

9.

10.

It is anticipated that this project will be bid as a three contract
bid. There might be a fourth, a landscape contract, if the Site
Development Plan warrants one.

No air-conditioning, all roofs have a minimum of 4/12 pitch, brick
exterior.

Project Budget:

Codes and Review:
The following codes will apply to this project:
The
The
The
The
The

Uniform Building Code 1976 Edition,
Uniform Fire Code 1976 Edition,
Uniform Mechanical Code 1976 Edition,
Uniform Plumbing Code 1976 Edition and
National Electrical Code 1978 Edition.

The reviews for this project will be as follows:
A.

At the end of the preliminary design, Montana State University,
Architecture and Engineering Division will have a formal review with
a response to the Architect. Each agency will offer suggestions or
direction pertaining to the project.

B.

At the end of the construction document phase a similar review
process will take place. At the end of the review, the Architecture
and Engineering Division will determine when a bid date can be set.

C.

A cost estimate will accompany each submittal for review.

STUDENT AFFAIRS & SERVICES

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY BOZEMAN 59717

January 17, 1979
Glenn Lewis, Director
On Campus Living
Campus
Dear Glenn:
I have several points to discuss with you and thought best to put them
down on paper for a follow-up discussion later.
New family housing for handicapped - My check with Washington on the
issue of new housing for the handicapped in the context of MSU's discussion
to do rennovation of closer units in lieu of in the new was not totally
conclusive. However, i f any federal dollars are used on the project, we
are obligated to provide units for the handicapped regardless. I f not, the
following, as I understand, should be considered.
1. Build some units which are accessible and have sufficient room.
All the accudriments for wheelchair, deaf, blind need not be
present i n i t i a l l y . Such things as grab bars, lowered sinks,
raised washers/dryers with open fronts, etc. wouldn't be
necessary. However, I think we must also think in terms of
the handicapped spouse of a student remaining at home while
he/she goes to school. In that case, a modified plan would
be good. Also down the road, the need will be here to have
a few more units in reserve which are easily adaptable.
One must also think in terms of choice. I f a handicapped couple would
like to move into that style of apartment, that location, etc., and other
"normal" families can, they should be able to also.
Washington felt the idea of rennovation closer in was admirable and good
planning. However, in either case, parking, state and local codes and simple
accessibility into the units must be provided for. I have enclosed an
architectural check l i s t for your perusal.
2. Glenn, A1 Bertelsen and I met several weeks ago on the proposal
of using several areas of MSU for training stations for the learning
disabled from our community. You were inadvertantly l e f t off
our l i s t . Don Peterson, Kaelke, Moore, Gohn and the high school
counselor and district Special Ed Representative were present.
I t is easier to explain the hand out to you personally and
discuss whether or not you would wish your operation to become
involved in a very limited way.
3. I would like to discuss a few aspects of summer orientation with
you as well: OCL areas of participation, hall availability, costs, etc
Thank you much.

TELEPHONt (406)994 2826

xc: Lyle Gohn

I ' l l call to see i f we can get together soon.
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David L. Leavengood
David L. Leavengood is an architect and
Principal in the architectural firm of
Kommers, McLaughlin, and Leavengood
in Bozeman and Livingston, Montana.
He is also Associate Professor in the
School of Architecture, Montana State
University. He has published several arti
cles concerning the architectural tradition
in Montana and recently completed
Montana's first Multiple-Resource Nomi
nation for the National Register for the
city of Livingston. He completed his
M.F.A. degree in sculpture from Tyler
School of Art, Rome, Italy, and his
B.Arch. from the University of Kansas.
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© 1980 Perspecta: The Yale Architec
tural Journal, Inc., and The Massachu
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Editor's Preface:
Robert Reamer is perhaps best known
for his work at Yellowstone National
Park, but the Green Meadow Ranch, par
ticularly the barn, built under his
direction, stands out in our minds as a
vivid example of an architect's sensitivity
to form and native material. The building
tells a story that is similar to any con
struction that has been crafted by human
hands, from the hidden structural mem
ber to the carefully hand-forged hinge.
The product of this human participation
-«.'w»ci>ifc»; lSv»-JSf^* clearly illustrates that it "was not just an
'
other barn." Like the stone shelters in
«»%.S \f
Switzerland, the roof encompasses the
entirety with such a quality of weight
that one senses always the feeling of a
"sheltering" structure.

Energy Saving Prototype
For Lowrise Housing
In an Urban Setting

The design emphasis in these semi
detached houses is on energy savings and
on creating a coherent vocabulary for
small units suited to urban communities
in Finland. The architects explain that
"the Ylatuvantie experiment attempts to
combine traditional Finnish town archi
tecture with modern production technolo
gies in order to achieve a scheme suitable
to modern life styles."
The play of latticework is refreshing,
with a spatial interplay of shadows and
recesses.

SPWM
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uffy

mmr § a f e i

••••Kg®®1"

The light overall tones of the exteriors
and particularly the interiors date back to
the '30s. Yet the cladding materials have
provided appealing alternatives to functionalism: unglazed ceramic tiles in offwhite and reddish brown, fine-grained
plastering and vertical boards painted
white with faint vertical stripes, and low
relief effects that produce a sensation of
spatial How.

P EKKA S LHONEN
Mr. Suhonen is a leading Finnish archi
tecture critic.

The Ghost in the Machine: Surrealism in the Work of Le Corbusier

•

Alexander Gorli
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wails (Iiius. 4). In one of Le Corbusier's sketches of
Hadrian's Villa, the wall defining the De Chiricoesque
plaza is marked A, while the horizontal wall of moun
xSi? tains is marked B, diagramatically contrasting man and
nature. Small sentinel-like poplars recall the lonely fig
ures of the painting.
For Le Corbusier. as he plainly stated, "the exterior
is always an interior," in that the natural elements of sky,
earth, and horizon were to be treated mythologically as
the elements of a vast outdoor room, an extension of the
single room shelter/ Conversely, the interior was always
an exterior, as in his drawings of ruined rooms from
Hadrian's Villa and Pompeii which emphasized missing
walls or ceilings allowing nature to define the space
normally enclosed by man. They recall Rene Magritte's
Anxious Journey where a room opens onto either the real
ity or the painting of a shipwreck in a storm. Human
Condition III is Magritte's clearest exposition of the theme
of ambiguous interior-exterior space where a painting of
a landscape reproduces the actual scene from the window
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In painting, three-dimensional space must be ere
ated before it can be questioned, whereas in architecture,
already in the third dimension, the reverse procedure oc
curs. In Le Corbusier's Pavilion de l'Esprit Nouveau, .one
wall of the outdoor terrace has been opened to the fo
liage, the scene flattened and stretched like a painting
across the frame of the two-story opening (Illus. 6). Be
fore this enormous "painting," a table is set for tea. Tiny,
wiry chairs are strangely out of place in this surreally
overscaled outdoor room, reminiscent of the space in
Magritte's The Childhood of Icarus. In this gargantuan
room open to the forest, stacked with paintings of win
dows and the sky, a diminutive jockey on a horse gallops
toward the outside (Illus. 7).
Similar themes inform the design of the Villa Stein
at Garches. Early sketches reveal that the Villa was a
series of promenades and stairs, semi-enclosed by walls, a
stage set of architectural elements, balanced between the
inside and outside. A> constructed, the elaborate prom
enades were drawn into a compact prism. As opposed to
the flat plane of the entry facade, a two-story void is
carved out in the back, opening onto and framing the
garden, recalling the cavernous hollow of the Pavilion de
l'Esprit Nouveau (Illus. 8). The same wiry chairs reap
pear, discordantly out of proportion to the scale of the
terrace.
The idea of the frame, the grid ordering the view of
nature, was used by Le Corbusier at immensely different
scales; at the domestic scale in the lakeside outdoor win
dow of his mother's house; at the urban scale of the
multi-story resident apartment block, and at the scale of
the 1
apart
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In both these images there is a strong contrast between the otherwise normal setting and an image of disorder or chaos, the emptiness of either the void or wild
nature. There is also a feeling that human beings are
absent from a place that they had just occupied, a theme
previously noted in the work of Le Corbusier by Kenneth
Frampton as he explored "the visible/invisible which
seems to have been the phenomenological touchstone of
his [Le Corbusier's] metaphysical sensibility." 4

' For although Le Corbusier's early work
appeared to be the triumph of rationality, a white archi
tecture of "sunlight, space, and greenery," it is pervaded
by a slightly sinister atmosphere in contrast to and com
menting on the major themes of the work. This dialogue
between the rational and the surreally anti-rational creates an ironic tone, a questioning, even in his most selfassured modern statement, the Villa Savoie. In Le Corbusier's later work, the surrealist themes of the ambiguity between inside and outside, ghostly presences, ruins,
petrification, and the occult become more prominent,
dominating, for example, the chapel at Ronchamp.
Le Corbusier and the surrealists alike sought to jolt
r man's perception of the world through the deliberate re
versal of the expected, and the juxtaposition of the banal
with the extraordinary. For the surrealists, the goal was
the transcendence of everyday reality. For Le Corbusier, it
was ostensibly the j^romul^atiaij. of his social program,
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The basic quality of its natural site may be indicated by the word
infinity. Here the prairies and the lake spread out like a limitless floor,
and the dome of the sky is immense. No natural retreats are offered,
and the strong winds which sweep the plain enhance the feeling of
openness. Still more than other places, Chicago therefore demands
architecture. To make it become a dwelling-place, man has to build.
Architecture always represents a complement to what is given, a
£ fact which implies two actions: the organization of space, and the
embodiment of character. Evidently the open world of Chicago asks
for a particular kind of spatial organization. Generally openness is
^complemented by an enclosed, solidly built refuge. But the prairie is
not.a world to be escaped; rather it has to be conquered and cultivated.
Therefore the appropriate organization of space in Chicago is the
grid: an open orthogonal system which extends infinitely in all
directions. Within this general openness man has however to be
rooted by means of defined «interiors ». And indeed, Chicago has a
great tradition of built spaces which reflect the limitless extension of
the surroundings, at the same time as they allow for belonging. The
-* jopen plans of Frank Lloyd Wright with their solid chimney-stack atthe centre offer the best illustration, and Wright also told us what
they mean, saying: « I am a child of the earth and of space ». Thus he
1 combined freedom and rootedness in one and the same form.
*In general, the space of Chicago has the structure of a neutral network,
within which architectural « episodes » light up and disappear again.
To respect Chicago means to preserve this open world of possibilities.
Mies van der Rohe understood that when he came to the city in
1937. In his European works he had already developed the open plan
and the « clear structure » which secures coherence and rhythm. In
Chicago he adapted to the all-comprehending urban pattern and the
tradition of total spaces. But he also assimilated the technological
lesson of the place, giving his structures a new quality of concrete
embodiment. Thus he carried on the work initiated by Jenney,
Sullivan. Wright and the other local pioneers.

DOMUS March 1982
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Diversity of shapes and layouts
in countryside apartments
was ach&eved using
repetitive building methods
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As architect-participant Louis Sauer
put it: "If I don't have a memory of what
I have done, I keep repeating the same
mistakes. I'm saying that the profession
does not have a memory.... I want to
make the physical environment more sup
portive of life. I feel responsibility. I feel
inadequate as well."
The buildings are grouped in two alistinct patterns, the one facing a courtyard,
the otlher fronting streets. There are o*ne-,
two- and three-bedroom apartments i-sa
both dluplex and single-story layouts Aft
ground level apartments have frorn cc-rpd
back p-atios. Second level units have bal
conies,, with one-bedroom duplexes
two-be-droom sing!e-stor> flats having a
13x6-}; oot balcony and aU others havhrng
a larger one. measuring 13x13 feet.
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Swiss Cottage Fields
The scheme is a proposal to Camden
Council for the redevelopment of the
former civic site for Co-partnership Prop
erty Developments Ltd. A sequence of
related buildings encloses the perimeter of
a new recreational space for the local
community, financed by the office build
ing which shelters the site from the traffic
intersection to the North West. The arch
itectural significance lies primarily in pro
ducing a sense of unified enclosure thereby
contributing to the idea of an identifiable
and unique space. A low group of enter
tainment buildings complete the barrier on
the main road to the West. A transparent
screen links the extension to the existing
sports buildings to sheltered housing on
the East side of the site and protects the
back of the existing terrace.
Ten Speculative Houses, Hampstead
A project for private development on the
site of a pair of semi-detached houses
(18th century). Two single-storey and six
two-storey courtyard houses surround a
paved close. Paired four-storey detached
houses aspire to the scale of the buildings
on the street and mark the entrance to
the site.

10 Street Elevation

g Netherhall Gardens, plan
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Factory housing Agncta Park

Sederlondsche Gist en Spiriius Fabriek
Delfi
IK85
J.D. Zochcr
F.H.L. Kerkhof
The site planning by Zocher. in the English
garden style, created a picturesqueness which
belied the fact that this was an industrial
settlement. The concern for appearance was
pervasive: the workers' dwellings were designed
to be similar in scale to Van Slarken's nearby
villa.
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The spirit is the natural enemy of nature
because it is made by manstructure of human spirit vs. structure
of nature.

TH20 VAN DOESBURG
(GRIBBERG)

ground level
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The closed block: double exposure flats
A much better living situation existed in those blocks where there was a street and a
rear exposure [16-20]. This did not necessarily mean that there was through-ventila
tion, however, for the sleeping facilities were cupboard beds or alcoves in the center
of the deep, rectangular apartment. There was a separate space for the kitchen at the
rear, on the inside of the block. Towards the end of the century, a balcony for storage
and drying was appended to the kitchen. The outdoor spaces within these blocks
were accessible only to the ground floor residents, who paid the most rent (which
r "*
decreased vertical! ~
fleeted the rural ba
well as growing ve
with time became r
strong sense oi the man~ffl8.de
cultural use of the
town or village as an entity separate
sual chaos to whici
the most
from the flat landscape

~ geslotenheia- the state of being
enclosed. Psychological security that was

Cupboard beds

j

The feature most <i
Steele, a built-in be!

made possible by the defendable form that
-the towns assumed. Important psychological

sleeping space for ii
at the feet of the pi
board bed were ki

background to many of the conscious
intellectual movements of the 20th C.

there was space to
and natural light
.
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Thereseemsto
the garden city
dark and oppressi
movement.
tives of nineteenthings built under the 1902 Housing Act in Amsterdam by the Rochdale housing asso
ciation in 1909 [23-24] strongly felt the absence of their former alcoves and cupboard
beds:
The missing of alcoves and cupboard beds bothered some, however strange this
may sound; in the separate fresh bedrooms they did not feel at home. Because of
such reasons occupancy went slowly. 9
An American commentator noted a similar attitude in 1923:
the built-in cupboard bed with closed wooden doors is still the favorite sleeping
place of an appreciable part of the population. 10
A reading of Gaston Bachelard's The Poetics of Space (1958) can help to overcome
our difficulty in understanding this, most basic territorial phenomenon. He uses a
combination of phenomenology, psychology and literary criticism to unlock the se
crets of 'nests', 'shells', 'corners', and 'intimate immensity':
For our house is our corner of the world. As has often been said, it is our first uni
verse, a real cosmos in every sense of the word. If we look at it intimately, the
humblest dwelling has a beauty
a primitiveness which belongs to all, rich and
poor alike, if they are willing to dream ....
If I were asked to name the chief benefit of the house, I should say: the house shel
ters daydreaming, the house protects the dreamer, the house allows one to dream
in peace . . . .
And always, in our daydreams, the house is a large cradle .... But in the day
dream itself, the recollection of moments of confined, simple, shut-in space are
experiences of heartwarming space, of a space that does not seek to become ex
tended. but would like above all to be possessed . . ~
With nests and, above all, shells, we shall find a whole series of images that I am
going to try to characterize as primal images; images that bring out the primitive
ness in us. I shall then show that a human being likes to 'withdraw into his corner',
and that it gives him physical pleasure to do so."
ailU
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Fig. 105. The tetrapylon of
Gerasa in Palestine gives a clear
picture of the functional plan of
Hellenistic street intersections.
Similar in function to the
English "circus" and the
American "rotary," they forced
traffic by man and vehicle along
the two main city streets to
change pace and direction. But
the difference in aesthetic
responsibility is enormous. In
Gerasa the long perspective of
the colonnaded streets
terminated in a plaza whose
monumental center columns
contrasted pleasantly with
deeply recessed, modular "store
fronts," which housed the most
prestigious shops, professional
services, and offices of the city.
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Fig. 107. Reconstruction of the main
road of Ephesus proving that indeed
there was once "a street that wanted to
be a building"—and succeeded. The
memorial columns at the tetrapylon,
soon to be appropriated by saints
and emperors, lent by their height
exceptional depth and perspective to
the distant city gate and the mountains
beyond the city.

MATRIX OF MAH, Moh.oly-Nagy

Enrique Larranaga

i
t
t
ISOZAKI: My message is very personal
ized. I don't think it could be generalized.
The metaphors in my buildings are meant
to form a kind of poetics. It is a very person al kind of representation. For example, if

..i too often the noni^
dT is pictured as the destroyer o
'tion. Yet one of the common thef
which Philippe Bourdon discovered run
ning through his discussions with the inhabitants of Le Corbusier's housing at
Pessac was
. . the antithesis between
individual freedom and authoritarianism. . . .
As far as the members of the group were
concerned this antithesis took one of the
following forms: movable / fixed, open /
closed, collective / individual, juxtaposed /
integrated." What is interesting in this list is
that the first term in each pair has its
equivalence in the tent. Thus the tent coin
cides to a considerable extent with the
' Vestern idea of freedom.
Q ry

Such a strategy is being adopted by the
"Tendenza" or "Neo-rationalist" group in
Italy and the Ticino. They have adopted
silence as a poetical mechanism. Their
buildings are far from the image-consump
tion of architecture magazines, and, by as
suming a strong compositional and constructive austerity, reduce the architectural
proposal to its^most primary elements, thus
offering a/reflection on the structure of
architecture and not on its rhetoric.
^ {qjCC>V\ ic

nature of the tent

As in Tessenow's work, the architectural
facts here assume a communicative quality
by means of the reduction of the discursive
elements to an almost aggressively elemen
tary level which voids them of any specific
ally discursive value. When reduced to their
formal structure and deprived of stylistic
comments, the traditional elements of ar
chitecture are shown in their essential use
value and, by their identification with the
utilitarian vernacular construction, create a
new field of meaning, in which silence be
comes the way to think about the unspeak
able qualities of primitiveness.
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PLAGE OF HOUSES- CHARLES MOORE
Fitting the house to the land
Claiming- clear strong shape in contrast to land
around it
Merging- blend into landscape
Surrounding- claiming turned inwards
Enfronting- one face made special to address
certain features of the site

CORBU
Personalization
Larger rooms, open loggias and terraces (empty
stages for human action) - stairs, bathrooms and
kitchen done with machine-like precision to allow
for larger areas in other rooms.

GENIUS LOCI- NORBERG-SCHULZ
Chthonic- (greek- in the earth ) of the gods or
spirits of the underworld
Important properties of concrete space— centalization,
direction, and rhythm.
Boundary- not that at which something stops, but
as the Greeks recognized, the boundary is that
from which something begins its presencing- Heidegger
Geometry i3 used to make a general comprehensive
system manifest, such as an inferred "cosmic order".
Any real presej^e is intimately linked with a
character. A phenomenology of character ha3 to
comprise a survey of manifest characters as well
as an investigation of their concrete determinants.

GENIUS LOCI- continued
Give buildings and places individuality with
regard to space and character. This means to take
the circumstantial conditions of locality and
building task into consideration rather than
basing the design upon general types and principles.
the gathering nature of the urban settlement,
and indicated the idea of a "core" which comprises
the important institutions of the community.
Architecture is no longer based on dogma and
authority, but ought to grow out of daily life,
as an expression of man's understanding of nature,
of other men, and of himself.
In the city a clear distinction between private
and public domains is necessary, and space cannot
"flow" freely.

THE IRRESPONSIBLE ARTS- WILLIAM SNAITH
But communication, to take place, must start at
the source with the desire to communicate,
(naturalism, formalism, and symbolism)
Places that have always been considered unique
seem to be predestined by history. They have a
relationship both to chance and to tradition.
(Henri Paul Eydoux)

FRENCH SCIENTIST LECOMTE DU NOUY
discovered that time passes slower with children
than adults- 10 year old- one hour seems three times
longer as it does to a 40 year old.

MATRIX OF MAN- MOHOLY-NAGY
Build temples to social virtue; support your ideals
on the "basis of a universal pact which challenges the
qualities of the whole race to serve the well being
of all.(Ledoux)
Two accents are variety in unity and a rhythmic
alternative between linear progression and lateral
open spaces, leading from public into private
domain.(Daphne)
Julius Caesar's basic concepts for Rome- I) a
hierarchy of street functions as structural system
of the city; the central avenue orienting perception
in two directions toward the given advantages of
the site- sea, river, mountain, plain- accentuated
by the gate as link between the town microcosm
and the world, and through colonnades, pedestrian
walks, shops, etc. toward the city as the multispaced place that offers purpose, diversion, and
sustenance to all.
2) Designed building relationships- perceptual unity
in diversity of urban functions; the architectural
definition of public spaces, the willed singularity
of public monumentality.
3) Change in grade and scale through steps, ramps,
terraces, raised and lowered focal points of art,
fountains, plantings; perceptive discovery as
neutralization of orthagonal linearity.

NSW WORLD OP SPACE- LE CORBUSIER
Since the war, my garden, planted on the roof of
my eighth-floor apartment, has been allowed to run
wild. The wind and the sun control the composition,
half man, half nature.,..
Notice how the slight curve in the wall gives the
suggestion of tremendous extent to a small building;
it seems to pick up by its concave surface the
whole surrounding landscape and to establish a
relationship that carries its effects far beyond
the actual bounds of the structure itself.

GENIUS LOCI-NORBERG—SCHULZ
Make the general"visible" as a concrete, local
situation- science departs from facts, poetry
brings us back to the concrete things, uncovering
the meanings inherent in the life-world.
Concretization of the understanding of nature in
terms of things, order, character, light and timethen translate these meanings into man made form.
(How is settlement related to its environment?)

YARD3IRD3?
One, two, three, four, five,
Senses working overtime,
Trying to tell the difference
Between a lemon and a lime

URBAN SPACE- ROB KRI2R
Return to a simplified and innocent world( Abe Langier)
Square- high, degree of control of inner space
Street- provides framework for distribution of
land and gives access
Flats should be approachable from the"street" side
Parking arranged so the flow of human traffic
between car and house impinges on the street
space
Play spaces should be included along street
Trees, paving and street furniture should be
first priority of public open spaces
Aesthetic quality of adjacent houses should not
be neglected- harmony, demarcation of different
parts of street,balance
The green space can be spatially articulated in
the same way as architectural space
Building...(is) profoundly linked to an original
occurrance, to a first sign, to composition,
permanence, and evolution and to both chance and
tradition
3 basic shapes-square, circle, triangle
affected by modulating factors: angling; segmentation;
addition: merging; overlapping or amalgamation
of elements; and distortion
Three factors make architectural design possiblefunction, construction and the resultant design.

URBAN SPACE- continued
A clear, geometric urban spatial form calls for an
architecture of extreme delicacy and high quality.
Any architectural error is immediately obvious
and damages the overall impression.
In the case of irregular forms, variety is the
overriding characteristic. Defective architectural
detailing is not so glaringly obvious, but is
effectively buried.
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FAIR LAND,PAIR LAND, A.B. GUTHRIE
Higgins lay on his back and let the stars
and the night take him in...
close to the mountains "but out on the plains
where a man could look west and see the jagged
wall that separated the worlds and east where distance
ran beyond the reach of his eyes.
find the west of wind, open skies and buffalo.
Give him the far reach of the eye, the grasses
rippling, the small streams talking, buttes swimming
clear a hundred miles away. Mountains lasted and
what else? The sky. The stars. Maybe the high
plains and the riffling grasses.

GENIUS LOCI- NORBERG-SCHULZ
Environmental Phenomenology
1) distinction "between natural and man-made
phenomena (landscape and settlement)
2) earth- sky (horizontal-vertical) and outsideinside.
3) character (how things are)
Genius loci- spirit of place
Place- qualitative total phenomenon- totality
(integral part of existence) made up of concrete
things having material substance. Together these
things determine an "environmental character"
(atmosphere)

Design Priorities
1) Territory/ Privacy
2) Orientation
3) Individual Identity
4) Interaction With Neighbors
5) Environmental Character
6) Separation of Vehicles and People
Classical Landscape
Earth and sky seem to have realized a particularly
happy marriage
Environment- a harmonious whole of medium scale
Intelligible composition of distinct elementsclearly defined mountains, delimited valley
(large valley)
Evenly distributed light and transparent air
which give the forms a maximum of scultural
presence

Classical Landscape- continued
Sky is high and embracing
Total harmonious equalibrium
Agriculture accentuates the landscape structure
as an addition of relitively independent individual
places.
Man places himself in front of nature as an equal
partner
The genius loci of the classical landscape is
therefore first of all manifest where clearly
defined natural places are emphasized by the loving
care of man
Man in the harmonious middle and may reach out
as well as in.

IMAGE
Comprehensive geometrical system (absolute system
of axes)
Center for the encircling agriculture
City extends horizontally along lineal spines
SPACE
Mountains emphasis vertical aspect (the Big Sky)
Horizontality of the plain
High mountain valley- east side of Rockies
CHARACTER
Located between two worlds ( close to the mountains
but out on the high plain)
Contrasts between form, powerful juxtaposition of
mass and space.

themes

F A M I
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ARCHITECTURE A3 THEME- OSWALD UNG^RS
A differentiated and planned organization is sub
merged over the course of time by chance and
sponaneity, which in the end produce an organization
that is genuinely different and contrasts with
the previous one; an organization, that is, of
immediacy and pragmatic necessity.
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nOUTAHA STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of architecture

TIlESiSi

MLQU saa & &5.S.

STUDENT5 S NAT-IE:

JEEtf—BAST-QN

QUARTERS:

^NTER_MD_^PRJN^

DATE:

I2_-_I3_"82_

TliES * S DESCRIPTION:

My goal in fullfilling the architectural thesis

requirement^ j.s_ todesign a family housing project
for M0nta£ia_jj^^_j^j^^^^y.jni^s_£r0^ect_will fill
a need fan_J5xPj^y^iL

JE!op^l^tioii_of__married

students often with one or more children.It could
offer relj.ef_ f^i^ Bozemans lower income housing problem
by attraicting_Ji^ried^ cougles to campus living.A
strong community focus for family housing will be
one way to make this option attractive.My thesis will
ADVISOR:
PETER KOMMERS

culminate in a built idea.

ADVISORS SIGNATURE:

.Hfyt/lZ/iU/-'
(Date)"

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. BOZEMAN 59717

THESIS AGREEMENT — Peter Kommers
Arch 555, 556

Date
Quarters

Uj I NfTSTg., S P &JfTbC

In conference with Peter Kommers, I,
will draw up a course of study and project description in accordance with
the attached copy of Thesis Requirements. This agreement binds the
professor and the student for the two academic quarters indicated above.
The schedule and outline of the work shall be drawn up in sufficient
detail to allow another faculty member, who is not of party to the agree
ment, to assume supervisory control should the need arise. Thus
objectives, expectations, modes of performance, methods of documen
tation, and required reading shall be carefully spelled out. Established
University and School of Architecture guidelines with respect to
academic work and grades apply to this agreement. Any amendments
to this agreement shall be as mutually agreed upon only with the
express consent of the professor.

cc: Faculty Member
Student
School of Architecture Office
Thesis Coordinator

TELEPHONE (*06)994 4255

Stude

Date

Faculty Member

Date

MONTANA STATE UNI VERSITY
SCHOOL OF AFJCI11TECTURE

Peter Kommers

November 17, 1982

THESIS REQUIPJEMENTS (First Draft)

1)
2)
3)
4}
5)
8)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Revised draft of [1SU School of Architecture Thesis Pol ieies-l.l/82
A Gentle Manifesto by Robert Venturi
^
Problem Solving by William Pena
J
Genius Loei by Christian Norberg-Schultz
\
Meaning in Western Architecture by Norberg-Schultz
The Power of the Center by Rudolph Arnheirn
Complexity and Contradiction by Robert Venturis
Ordering Matrix by Peter Kommers
The Place of Houses by Moore, Allen, Lyndon
An Open Letter to Students and Colleagues by Romaldo Giurgola

liiifini
To establish a basis for negotiating an agreement for thesis work
between the thesis student and myself as a prospective thesis advisor.
The definition of the architectural thesis and the policies for th>3
thesis as expressed in reference (1) are applicable to these additional
proposed requirements.

Ziiaullii Uo.mhQs.Ls. Siaififfifiai qL Inl&zs&ls.
Many subjects interest me in and out of the field of architecture,
1 am waiting to be introduced to many of them. Those that follow are
only a f ew of those topics;
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
II)
I)
J)
IC)
L)
M)
N)

Uses of order in architecture.
Meaning and ideas in architecture.
The act of composing in architecture, music, and literature.
The role of drawing in architecture.
Constituents of content vs. technique and form.
Existentialism in architecture.
'The Difficult VJhole 1 as related to its parts (see ref. #2)
Japanese/Chinese architecture and its meaning.
The Prairie School and the Arts and Crafts Movement.
International Art Noveau and its practitioners.
The Viennese School
The effect of architects' graphic media on the results*
Various architects and the heritage of their work around the
world, too numerous to mention here.
Synthesis and intrinsic structure in architecture.

page two

Ganfital Ujeauir-fiomnis.
A)

The thesis should culminate in an architectural project
involving the design of a built response to a human need.
This response should have meaning as a human expression of
experience as it fulfills this need. As such it should be
a built idea'.
If the project is of limited physical scope, its significance
should be extensive and its representation should be highly
deta iled.

B)

C)

Ihfi&is. DfiGUfUfiiJla.tiiaii
The thesis process is one of
rather than to prove. These
a result, this experience or
providing insight into and a
mentation should include the

discovery. It should serve to reveal
revelations cannot all be predicted; as
process should be documented as way of
record of this experience. This docu
following:

Ear.
A)
3)
C)

D)
E)
F)
G)

A statement of need for this project.
A prologue essay on the student's assessment of the relevance
of this project as a choice for an architectural thesis#
An outline of methods for the pre-design process, a schedule
for this process and a preliminary bibliography — see
process outline/schedule.
Suggestions for graphic materials format to be included in
the documentation.
Graphic materials in documentation format of the pre-design
-JLarxna-t^ f
Q
User assessment, problem-seeking, problem statement, and
program, (see ref. #3).
Site analysis, architectural pre-environments, (see ref. #4).

Ear. Arab
A)
B)
C)

D)
E)

A graphic record of seminal sketches and partis occurring
during any period of the design process.
Identification of these graphic materials including a date
and a format that will permit use for thesis documentation.
A written summary of the main turning points, revelations,
expected results, changes in predictald results, and thoughts
on the design process.
An epilog advancing the experiences noted above to their
implications for future work in architecture.
A bibliography of reading resources consulted or used for
inspiration in this thesis.

It should be noted at this point that the thesis documentation should
not outweigh the design work in importance, nor should it be overintellectual ized. Its significance is as a record and an insight.

page three

Tlisais.

Qulliafi/Sciiifidulfi

In most cases, the following phases of the thesis are recommended
as minimum required areas of investigation. Their relation to the
schedule and the requirements for 555 and 556, and thesis documenta
tion shall be arranged with the instructor and committed to the
thesis agreement:
Pre-Design (Arch 555)
1) user assessment
2) problem seeking
3) problem statement (program)
4) data collection
5) need and feasibility statement as required
6) historical and typological research
Contextual Design (Arch 555)
1) site analysis
2) climate analysis
3) architectural pre-environment statement
(physical/contextual identity)
Design (Arch 555 and Arch 556)
1) physical themes - see pre-design
2) metaphysical themes - see site design
3) theme and order (analysis vs. transformation)
4) order vs. content (see ref. #4 & 8)
5) structural technology - general
a) lateral forces
b) long - span
6) mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and life safety systems
7) materials and methods
Iftssls. ErsasniaiiQii

-

For Arch 555, the thesis documentation should meet Montana State
University library standards.
For Arch 556, I recommend a schedule of drawings and models be pre
pared. Thi3 schedule should be completed by the third week of the
terminating quarter and should include the following:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

Titles of drawings and models for presentation
Scale of presentation drawings/model
Media to be employed for each
Priority assignments for each
Estimate of time for completion of each
Corranents or remarks as required

Thi3 schedule should be reviewed by and approved by the advisor.
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PRELIMINARY BIBLIOGRAPHY
Agnetti,V.: structural laconian/zero-space • Domus Nov. 1981
Albers,J.: Interaction of Color
Alwin,J.: Eastern Montana:Portrait of The Land and It^s People
Arnheim,R.: Art and Visual Perception
Arnheim,R.: Dynamics of Architectural Form
-all human thoughts must be worked out in the medium
; of perceptual spaceBrunes,T.: Secrets of Ancient Geometry and It-s Use
Cage,J.: Music of Changes (album)
Cage,J.: Silence
-indeterminacy/composition as a processChing : Architecture:Form,Space,and Order
Conrad,J.:fHeart of Darkness1 (novella)
-irrational manCook,P.: Architecture:Action and Plan
-linear stringing^ speedCooper,J.F.: The Last of The Mohicans
-irrational man and the thin veneer of civilizationCrocker,A.:Module and Metric
-dimensional coordinationDylan,B.: Slow Train Coming (album)
Edwards and Pap: A Modern Introduction to Philosophy
-perception and the physical worldEhrenkrantz,E.: Modular Number Pattern
Lissitzky,E.: Russia:An Architecture For World Revolution
-irrational spaceFuller,R.B.: Ideas and Integrities
-creative innovations through modern technologyGiedion,S.: Architecture and Transition
-three space conceptionsGraves,M.: 'Necessity for Drawing:Tangible Speculation1
-drawings possess a life of their ownGrinberg,D.: Housing In The Netherlands 1900-1940
-spatial openess and the town-country dichotomyGrinnell,G.B•: The Cheyenne Indians
-history and ways of lifeHambridge,J.: Elements of Dynamic Symmetry

Gross,J.: Concrete Masonry Details for Modular Coordination
Guirgola,R.:1 Open Letter to Students'
-fulfillment of peoples aspirations with, space as a
direct architectural responseGuirgola,R.: Architecture and The City
-'Architecture In Change'(page 103)Guthrie,A.B.: Fair Land,Fair Land
-close to the mountains but out on the plainHassan,I.;Liberations:Humanities in Revolution
-chance(Cage) and antientropy(Fuller)Hugo,R.: (poems)
-totalities of existenceKharasch,R.N#: The Insitutional Imperative
-how to understand the United States Government and
other bulky objectsJencks,C.:Late-Modern Architecture
-catagorizingJencks,C.: Modern Movements in Architecture
Kasson,J.: Civilizing The Machine
-technology and republican values in AmericaKepes,G.: The Language of Vision
-module,proportion,symmetry,rhythmsKommers,P.: Ordering Matrix
Le Corbusier: New World of Space
-incessant desire to take possession of spaceLe Corbusier: Marseilles Block
J encks,C.: Le Corbusier and the Tragic View of Architecture
Lopez,B.: Of Wolves and Men
Mcluhan: Through the Vanishing Point
-poetry and paintingMoholy-Nagy,S.: Matrix of Man
-5 distinct patterns of urban (external) organization'
Moore,C.: Dimensions
-space,shape and scaleMoore,^: Place of Houses
Murray,P.: The Architecture of The Italian Renaissance
-basic principles of Roman Architecture and the heritage
ofChristianity-

Norberg-Schulz,C.: Genius Loci:Towards a Phenomenology of Arch.
-place-a qualitative total phenomenonNorberg-Schulz,C.: Intentions in Architecture
-maintaining visual order and still have relevant
variations in building tasksNorberg-Schulz,C.: Meaning in //e stern Architecture
-mans indeterminate naturePena,W.: Architecture and You
-basic appreciation and experiencePena,W.: Problem Seeking
-programming organizationPowelljP.J.: Sweet Medicine
-Cheyenne peopleRickey,G,: Constructivism
-light and geometrySadfre,M.: Form and Purpose
Severino,R.: Equipotential Space
-we have inherited a style and betrayed a responsibility
Severino,R.: Modular Coordination
Sommer,R.: Personal Space
-behavioral basis of designStace,W.T.: Man Against Darkness and Other Essays
-stars,atoms and other sensationsUtermann,R.: Site Planning for Cluster Housing
Van de Ven: Space in Architecture
-today corporeal mass and its meanings are equally
important as spaceVidal,G«: Burr
-a century and a half a heartbeat from todayWeist,T.: A History of The Cheyenne People
Wong,W.: Principles of Two-Dimensional Design
? : Lectures on Russian Literature
-no morality in true art? : Analysis of Neighborhoods
? : Environment of Neighborhoods
HE:
? : Time Saver Standards

Lassey,W.R. : Community Developement—Montana
Reiner,T.A. : Community in Urban Planning
Janowitz,M. : Community Political Systems
Nelson,L. :Community Structure and Change
Sauer,L. : townhouse in philly: House and Home May 1974
Alexander and Chermayeff : Community and Privacy
Bachelard,G. : Poetics of Space
Moholy-Nagy,S.: Matrix of Man
Kommers,P. : Architectural Thesis
Goodman,P. : Communitas
Eichler,E.P. : Community Builders
Krier,R. : Urban Space
Ungers,0. : Architecture as Theme
Snaith,W. : The Irresponsible Arts
Panofsky,E.: Meaning in the Visual Arts
Essex,County Council of : A Design Guide for Residential Areas
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